
Some people say children no longer need to develop handwriting skills. Others believe that 
handwriting is still important. Discuss both views and give your opinion. 

Due to a the high pace of technological progress, our lifestyle has completely changed. That is 
why, some researchers assume that we do not require handwriting skills. Some others, however, 
assert that despite all alterations, this skill has its own place in our life. From my point of view, the 
ability of writing properly by hand is a prerequisite for numerous skills. This short essay will 
elaborate on this controversial issue.

First and foremost, communicating through technological devices in this high-tech era, rarely do 
individuals write manually. For instance, by drawing a comparison between past decades when 
students did all their assignments by writing and now that they present some of them through 
computers, we easily get to know that the importance of this skill has decreased. Further and even 
more importantly, at offices employees send official letters trough through some internal 
networks allocated to their workplace. As opposed  to several years agotoday, they used to write 
them by hand and transfer them by themselves, thereby being persuaded to use the skill.

On the other hand, opponents opine that, not only is the skill of writing necessary in learning basic 
contents of science at school, but it also is beneficial for developing cognitive abilities especially 
for those in brain developing stages. The case in point is honing painting skills which needs 
appropriate hand-eye coordination, and it improves by writing regularly. Last but not least is 
associated with the fact that writing through computers needs an operator capable of writing 
legibly meaning that we cannot ignore the significant role of this skill.

On the whole, in spite of some people's opinion believing that writhing by our hands is not 
beneficial these days, I, personally, maintain that it is of great benefit for to us.


